Deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved astonishing results on a variety of supervised learning tasks owing to a large scale of well-labeled training data. However, as recent researches have pointed out, the generalization performance of DNNs is likely to sharply deteriorate when training data contains label noise. In order to address this problem, a novel loss function is proposed to guide DNNs to pay more attention to clean samples via adaptively weighing the traditional cross-entropy loss. Under the guidance of this loss function, a cross-training strategy is designed by leveraging two synergic DNN models, each of which plays the roles of both updating its own parameters and generating curriculums for the other one. In addition, this paper further proposes an online data filtration mechanism and integrates it into the final cross-training framework, which simultaneously optimizes DNN models and filters out noisy samples. The proposed approach is evaluated through a great deal of experiments on several benchmark datasets with man-made or real-world label noise, and the results have demonstrated its robustness to different noise types and noise scales.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved remarkable success in the scope of supervised machine learning tasks such as image classification, object detection and semantic analysis. The excellent performance of DNNs is mainly attributed to the accessibility of massive well-labeled data samples. However, it is too costly to manually annotate large-scale datasets. Crowd sourcing [1] and search engines [2] are the alternate paths for obtaining labeled data, but they are likely to introduce label noise, i.e., mislabeled samples. Although Rolnick et al. [3] have mentioned that DNNs are able to generalize well after training on noisy data, it requires a sufficiently large number of clean samples. Unfortunately, when there are limited correct samples mixed with label-corrupted ones, the generalization performance of DNNs will degrade dramatically [4] - [8] .
Take the popular deep learning model Wide-ResNet [9] as example, Fig. 1 illustrates the negative effect on its test performance when introducing different levels of label noise into the benchmark image datasets CIFAR-10 and
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Isaac Triguero. CIFAR-100 [10] . It can be seen that, independent of the complexity of dataset, the test accuracies decline rapidly when training set contains label noise. And the noise level, represented by a noise scale parameter η, is a key factor affecting the performance of DNNs. This is because the model tries to learn from noisy samples after memorizing those clean data. Arpit et al. [11] mentioned that the learning behavior of DNNs with clean data is actually different from that with noisy data. Hence, more and more attention has been dedicated in recent years towards defining methods for training DNNs in the presence of label noise while maintaining high test performance.
Frenay and Verleysen [12] presented many possible solutions for tackling label noise in the task of binary classification, such as ensemble-based methods, decision tress, Bayesian approaches etc. However, these methods are hardly applicable for training DNNs in multi-classification scenarios. A feasible approach to increase DNNs tolerance to label noise is designing robust loss functions [13] , which promises low computational costs. Under the theory of risk minimization, the robustness of the commonly used loss, mean absolute error (MAE), has been demonstrated in [14] . However, MAE significantly increases the training time compared with the cross-entropy loss (CE). To balance the robustness to label noise and the cost of training time, Zhang and Sabuncu [15] proposed a generalized CE loss termed as L q loss. Although L q achieves outstanding test accuracies, it is still vulnerable to noisy data during later training periods. Thus, achieving persistent DNN robustness in the presence of label noise remains a challenging issue. Another popular method to handle label noise is curriculum learning [16] , [17] , which provides a training strategy by presenting training data in order from easy examples to hard ones. As noisy data can be viewed as the hard examples, DNNs trained through curriculum learning can achieve better generalization performance than by treating all samples equally. In early studies, the curriculums are defined manually to establish a hierarchy of the training data. Kumar et al. [17] proposed a self-paced learning method to automatically determine the difficulty of data according to the output of loss functions. Recently, the curriculums can be produced completely through a data-driven mentor net [18] or by computing cosine similarities between training samples [19] .
Inspired by these previous studies, this paper proposes a deep learning strategy with the aim of improving DNN robustness to label noise, which cross-trains DNN models with a novel loss function called Rectified Cross-Entropy (RCE). The cross-training strategy actually forms a mechanism of multi-view learning, where one model can get information from another one about whether a sample is noisy or not. This strategy can also be viewed as a curriculum learning method that utilizes the predictions of one DNN model to generate curriculums for another. Unlike previous researches that separate the curriculum generator and class predictor completely, the two synergic models in the proposed method share the roles of both teacher and student. In particular, with the guidance of RCE loss, the models focus more on clean samples. In order to further reduce the negative effect of label noise, this paper proposes an online data filtration mechanism to adaptively clean the training set. As a result, we construct a joint cross-training framework of simultaneously optimizing DNN models and filtering out noisy samples.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 1) A cross-training strategy with a novel loss function is proposed to generate noise-robust DNN models. 2) An online data filtration mechanism is designed to adaptively clean training set.
3) The extensive test evaluation performed against several benchmark datasets, including the one with real-world noisy labels, demonstrates that the proposed method is robust to different types and scales of label noise.
II. RELATED WORK
Noise is a chronic problem in machine learning field. In particular, label noise have been reported to be more harmful than attribute or feature noise [20] . Learning from label noise is actually a typical weakly supervised learning task. The comprehensive study about label noise and relative solutions can be found in [12] . To our best knowledge, current approaches to handle label noise can be approximately divided into the following branches. 1) Data Cleaning. Data cleaning may be the earliest and the most straightforward method for handing label noise, which first detects mislabeled instances and then removes them from the training set [21] . Novelty detection algorithms are thus usually adopted in this method [22] . Despite its intuition, data cleaning will inevitably delete those correctly labeled samples. Besides, it is generally an offline method that improves the quality of training set in advance, whereas our proposed data filtration method detects noisy data through online training.
2) True Label Prediction. True label prediction methods view the unknown true labels as latent variables and generally utilize EM algorithm to predict them. Reference [23] is known to be one of the earliest representative methods that adopted kernel fisher discriminant to estimate true labels.
Linear connection was utilized in [24] to model the mapping from unknown true labels to the given noisy ones. Recently, Vahdat [25] introduced an extra softmax structure in training deep discriminative neural networks in order to achieve better results. However, this kind of methods suffer high computational cost, thus not applicable for large-scale dataset.
3) Noise-Robust Learning Algorithms. Noise-Robust learning algorithms attempt to simultaneously estimate label noise and optimize classifiers. Loss function ameliorating and curriculum learning can both be viewed as this kind of method.
Due to the convenient implementation, more and more researches tend to design noise-robust loss function for training DNNs. As for binary classification task, Masnadishirazi and Vasconcelos [26] proposed a savage loss based on boost algorithms and theoretically proved its robustness to outliers. Tripath and Hemachandra [27] have demonstrated that 0-1 loss is tolerant for uniform label noise. These loss functions, however, are neither appropriate for multi-classification scenarios nor training a very deep neural network. Patrini et al. [6] proposed a loss correction method in order to achieve robustness of DNN models. Furthermore, the above-mentioned MAE and L q loss have been demonstrated in [14] and [15] respectively that they are robust to multiple noise types.
As for curriculum learning, Lee et al. [19] introduced a joint neural embedding network, CleanNet, which utilizes prior expert knowledge to provide the information of label noise that can be transferred to other classes. Similarly, Jiang et al. [18] introduced a data-driven MentorNet to generate curriculum weights, which are then used to guide the training of a student net. Although the CleanNet and Men-torNet have achieved good test performance on dealing with label noise, both of them contains massive hyper-parameters. In contrast, our proposed cross-training framework can be viewed as self-training based curriculum learning, where the two DNN models generate curriculums for each other and share information cooperatively.
Reference [3] is another work analyzing the robustness of neural networks. Through studying the training behavior of DNNs in settings with label noise, it concluded that DNNs are able to generalize well provided that the number of clean samples is sufficiently large. However, in our work, an increase of noisy data actually decreases not only the proportion of correct samples, but also their absolute number. In this scenario, the proposed cross-training framework with a noise-robust loss function is a more preferable way to mitigate the effect of label noise.
III. METHODOLOGY A. THE CROSS-TRAINING FRAMEWORK
The proposed cross-training framework is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The noisy training set is first fed into two synergic deep learning models A and B respectively, which were initialized independently through the He-Initialization [28] with different random seeds. Then each model is able to make a classification prediction itself, and the prediction of one model is utilized to generate curriculums for the other one (the purple and green dotted arrows in Fig. 2 ). Benefiting from this kind of multi-view learning, each model is updated and guided to focus on those clean samples through the computation of the proposed RCE loss. Simultaneously, an online data filtration step is performed according to the prediction values of both models, and noisy samples are gradually filtered out.
Specifically, given an input sample x of t-th class (t = 1, ..., k), let f (x) be the high-order feature vector of a DNN model, andỹ denotes the k-dimensional prediction vector. The curriculum of sample x is then defined as the prediction probability ofỹ in position t, which can be calculated via the softmax layer of DNNs as:
where w and b denote weight and bias of a node respectively. As the value ofỹ t is between 0 and 1, it can be viewed as the probability that a training sample is clean. Considering the cross-training scenario, if both model A and model B predict that the label of a sample is different from the original one, this sample is more likely to be noisy, so small loss values shoud be provided to both models. Similarly, if model A agrees with the original annotation of a sample but model B not, it can be regarded as a clean but hard example for model B, then the loss of model B should be magnified. Inspired by this motivation, we take the softmax output of one model as the weighting factor to the loss of another model, that is,
whereỹ A t andỹ B t denote the softmax output of model A and model B respectively, L RCE stands for the proposed RCE loss that will be formulated in the next section. The constant K was fixed to 2 in our experiments in order to emphasize clean samples (eitherỹ A t orỹ B t is bigger than 0.5) and weaken the effect of those noisy-like ones (bothỹ A t andỹ B t are smaller than 0.5). We can see from (2) that each model plays the roles of both teacher and student and shares information about the importance of samples, which makes both of them progress together.
B. RECTIFIED CROSS-ENTROPY LOSS
For multi-classification problem, the most widely used loss function is cross-entropy loss (CE), which is defined as follows:
where i denotes the i-th output node of the softmax layer.
Considering the one-hot encoded label vector y, L CE can be simplified as follows: As reported in [4] , CE achieves excellent results when training DNNs with clean data. However, performance suffers with high label noise. It is empirically demonstrated in [4] that DNNs conditioned with sufficient parameters on the one hand are capable of effectively mining potential data patterns, on the other hand they are vulnerable to noisy labels. Actually, as the training procedure continues, the values of y t of mislabeled samples approach zero, leading to a large loss, which forces DNNs to memorize these data. In order to slow this subsequent overfitting, this paper proposes a novel loss function called rectified cross-entropy (RCE), which is defined as follows:
where γ ∈ [0, 1] is a scaling factor used to reweigh the influence of the original CE. The curves of RCE loss for different γ values, including the case of γ = 0, i.e., the standard CE loss, are plotted in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that RCE assigns lower weights to those samples whoseỹ t values approach either 1 (easy samples) or 0 (label-corrupted samples). Thus, RCE actually establishes a kind of curriculum learning mechanism, which guides DNNs to focus on those clean but hard samples while simultaneously avoiding overfitting to noisy data. According to the definition of noise tolerance in [6] , the robustness of RCE loss can be formally analyzed on the theory of empirical risk minimization. The detailed proof can be found in the Appendix.
C. DATA FILTRATION
Although the losses of noisy samples trained by RCE have been significantly reduced, they may still generate considerable gradients in later training periods, when the models have memorized almost all clean samples. Consequently, DNNs
Algorithm 1 Cross-Training DNNs With RCE Loss and Data Filtration
Input: noisy training set S n and the hyper-parameter γ Output: parameter set A and B of two DNN models and the distilled dataset S d 1: initialize A 0 and B 0 , and set threshold T according to (7) 2: for i ← 1 to maximum epoch do 3: while get a sample x and its class label t in S n do 4: predictỹ A t andỹ B t using A i−1 and B i−1 respectively according to (1) 5: if (6) is satisfied then 6: remove x from S n 7: else 8: Calculate L A RCE and L B RCE respectively according to (5) 9:
update A i−1 and B i−1 using L A and L B respectively according to (2) // cross-training 10: end if 11: end while 12 :
13: end for 14 :
would be inclined to learn excessively from noisy samples. In order to tackle this problem, this paper further proposes an online data filtration technique. Specifically, we filter out those samples if the predictions of two models,ỹ A t andỹ B t , satisfy the following condition:
where T is a threshold determined simply as follows:
where N c denotes the total number of classes. Considering that data filtration cleans noisy data based on the prediction of the current models, it is a positive feedback mechanism for training DNNs. Algorithm 1 integrates the data filtration method into the proposed cross-training framework, which jointly updates the network parameters and cleans the training dataset. In particular, in each training epoch, the process of data filtration is first performed in steps 4 -6 in order to check whether the current sample is noisy or not. In steps 8 -9, only clean samples are utilized for cross-training the two synergic DNN models according to the proposed RCE loss. This is a simple but effective scheme to avoid overfitting to noisy samples. As a result, the optimal parameter set of both model A and B as well as the distilled dataset are obtained.
IV. EXPERIMENT A. DATASETS AND EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
We evaluated the proposed method on the following benchmark datasets: 1) MNIST [29] [31] : Clothing1M is another large-scale dataset with more than 1 million samples covering 14 different cloth categories. It was created by crawling through websites, hence label noise unavoidably exists in this dataset. For MNIST, CIFAR and ImageNet, two different types of label noise are considered in this paper, i.e., uniform and asymmetric noise. The uniform label noise can be generated according to some noise scale factor η. Specifically, the probability of annotating class i to class j can be calculated as follows:
where k is the total class number. Different from uniform label noise, asymmetric label noise is class-related, i.e., p ij = p ji . This paper follows the settings used in [6] to generate asymmetric label noise. In particular, noise flips some of the similar digits in MNIST: 2 → 7, 3 → 8, 5 ↔ 6, 7 → 1.
In CIFAR-10, the mislabeled class mapping is TRUCK → AUTOMOBLE, BIRD → AIRPLANE, DEER → HORSE, CAT ↔ DOG. As for CIFAR-100, the asymmetric noise is set by regularly flipping each class to the next one according to η. This paper employed the popular LeNet-5 [29] and Wide-ResNet-28-10 (WRN-28-10) [9] as the basic DNN models for MNIST and CIFAR respectively. As for the more complicated dataset, ImageNet and Clothing1M, ResNet-101 and ResNet-50 [32] were utilized respectively. All the DNN models were trained via stochastic gradient descent with 0.9 momentum. The learning rate was initialized to 0.1 and decayed gradually. Random cropping and horizontal flipping were employed as data augmentation methods. The detailed experiment settings are listed in Table 1 . 
B. EXPERIMENTS ON MAN-MADE LABEL NOISE
In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, this paper has conducted massive experiments on our proposed methods as well as several well-known studies, all of which are listed as follows: 1) L CE : the baseline method for training DNNs with the traditional CE loss; 2) L q [15] : the approach of training DNNs with the generalized cross-entropy loss, L q ; 3) Forward and Backward [6] : two procedures of loss correction with an assumption of knowing the label transition matrix P = {p ij }; 4) L RCE : the simple training strategy with the proposed RCE loss; 5) CT + L RCE : the RCE-guided cross-training method, whose results were obtained through ensemble decision of the two DNN models, i.e., the prediction of the model with higher softmax output was taken as the final decision; 6) CT + L RCE + DF: the final joint framework integrating data filtration.
In order to make a comprehensive evaluation, we investigated several different noise scales, i.e., η ranges from [0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8] for uniform noise and [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4] for asymmetric noise. Table 2 and Table 3 show the test accuracies against MNIST, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 under uniform and asymmetric label noise respectively. From these comparison results, we make the following conclusions: 1) Compared with the other four methods, even the simple L RCE itself can achieve some robustness to different levels of label noise. 2) CT + L RCE can significantly boost the classification performance of DNNs, especially when η is large. For example, compared with L RCE , the test accuracy was increased from 50.7 to 63.1 on CIFAR-100 under uniform label noise at η = 0.6. 3) CT + L RCE + DF achieves the best results in all cases.
That is to say, by adopting the proposed data filtration method, the test accuracies are further improved. Hence, the proposed joint cross-training framework can make DNNs more robust to label noise despite noise type and noise scale.
C. EXPERIMENTS ON REAL-WORLD LABEL NOISE
DNNs are more likely to be confused when training with large-scale or even real-world noisy datasets, because the distribution of noisy labels depends not only on categories but also on samples themselves. In order to further confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method, this paper evaluated the performance of DNNs against ImageNet and Clothing1M respectively, trained with different loss functions and strategies. The test results of top-1 and top-5 accuracies are shown in Table 4 , where the meanings of notations are kept consistent with the above.
It can be seen that although the results of L RCE decline slightly compared to L CE due to the class imbalance problem in large-scale datasets, CT + L RCE + DF still performs best in all cases. In addition, we find that CT + L CE and CT + L CE + DF also bring enhancement to L CE , further validating the feasibility of the proposed cross-training and data filtration strategy.
D. HYPER-PARAMETER DISCUSSION
In (3), γ is a scaling factor used to control the extent by which DNNs focus on those clean samples. In order to understand how different values of γ influence the learning procedure of DNNs, the trends of training and test accuracy under uniform label noise at η = 0.4 for CIFAR-10 are plotted in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the data-fitting speed of DNNs become slower with increasing values of γ , which naturally prevents DNNs from overfitting to noisy samples. In Fig. 4(b) , when γ is greater than 0.5, the test accuracies increase almost monotonously with respect to training epoch, and remain stable at later training periods. However, an overlarge γ (e.g., γ = 1.0) will reduce test accuracy owing to underfitting. Thus, an appropriate value of γ plays an important role in RCE loss to generate noise-robust DNN models with neither overfitting to noisy samples nor underfitting to clean ones. In addition, we empirically find that the proposed loss function is less sensitive to hyper-parameters when setting γ ∈ [0.6, 0.9].
As for the factor of noise scale η, Fig. 5 shows the test accuracies under uniform and asymmetric label noise with different η values trained against CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. It can be seen that the test performances keep growing in all cases with the increasing of training epoch. In particular, the cross-trained DNN models achieve relatively high performance when η is smaller than 0.8 for uniform label noise and not exceeds 0.4 for asymmetric label noise. Recalling the illustration in Fig. 1 of the declined DNN performances trained with the traditional CE loss, we can conclude that the proposed cross-training framework is indeed noise-robust regardless of the complexity of data patterns. 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a joint cross-training framework integrating a novel loss function with dynamic data filtration, which is able to make DNNs robust to label noise. The two cross-trained models play the roles of both learning from curriculums to filter out noisy samples and guiding the other model to focus on clean samples. We have evaluated the proposed method through comprehensive experiments with different scales of noisy samples and types of label noise. The results show that our method achieves excellent performance compared to other popular studies.
For future work, we would like to design other functional forms besides power function for weighing loss values in RCE. And the cross-training framework is expected to utilize data segmentation techniques to achieve further improvement, instead of processing the whole training set. In addition, an dynamic threshold with self-satisfied adjustment in the data filtration is preferred in the future.
APPENDIX I. ROBUSTNESS PROOF OF RCE LOSS
Given a loss function L, a classifier f and a training sample pair x, y , the empirical risk of classification can be defined as follows:
On the theory of empirical risk minimization, the aim of learning algorithms is to obtain the optimal classifier f * when R L (f ) reaches minimum, that is:
Considering the proposed RCE loss, we have:
where y is the one-hot encoding label vector. When f * is obtained by training DNNs with a clean dataset, we believe that the empirical risk can be small enough owing to the powerful learning ability of DNNs, that is:
where 1 is a small positive number. 130900 VOLUME 7, 2019 When training set contains label noise with a fixed scale η, the empirical risk can be reformulated as follows: ≤ (1 − η) 1 + ηE x,ỹ [−ỹ T · f * (x) γ log(f * (x))] (13) whereỹ denotes the noise-corrupted label vector. Assuming the position of non-zero value ofỹ is t, then the t-th value of f * (x) is supposed to be very small, so we have:
where 2 is another small positive number. Recall that 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, R L η (f * ) is small enough. That is to say, under label noise, f * also minimizes R L η . Hence, the proposed RCE loss function is noise tolerant regardless of the noise type.
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